Sequence mining is an important data mining task. In order to retrieve interesting sequences from a large database, a minimum support threshold is needed to be specified. Unfortunately 
Introduction
Frequent sequence mining has been extensively studied in data mining with broad applications [10] , such as customer analysis, web access patterns, scientific experiments, disease treatment, natural disasters, DNA sequences, and so on. It was introduced by Agrawal et al. [12] to discover frequent sequences from large databases through a user-specified minimum support threshold. The frequent sequences are sequences having frequency no less than the support threshold. Many algorithms have been studied to efficiently mine frequent sequences such as GSP [14] , SPADE [6] , PrefixSpan [4] , SPAM [1] , and FreeSpan [2] . Then, some researchers presented that all frequent sequences should not mine. This is because frequent sequence mining may generate a large number of resulting patterns when mining long frequent sequences or using very low support threshold values [15] . Consequently, it computational expense to find useful patterns from the large number of resulting patterns. For example, a database containing a frequent sequence 1 100 ( , ,..., )
e e e i j e e    will produce at least 2 100 -1 frequent sequences. It takes an expensive cost to find a useful pattern from 2 100 -1 frequent sequences. Furthermore, all subsequences share the same support with sequence 1 100 ( , ,..., )
s e e e , and they are redundant patterns [10, 11] . An interesting solution, called closed sequence mining, was proposed to reduce a number of resulting patterns without information lossless. It generates only frequent sequences without a superset with the same support. Efficient algorithms were proposed to mine closed sequences, such as CLOSPAN [15] and BIDE [5] .
The CLOSPAN algorithm is introduced to mine closed sequences. It performs candidate maintenance and it tests paradigms. The CLOSPAN algorithm first generates a set of closed sequence candidates and stores them in a hash indexed result-tree structure, and then non-closed sequences are eliminated. Efficient methods, called backward sub-pattern and backward super-pattern methods, were presented to prune search space, and some sequences are kept to be included in some other ones to avoid database scans. However, the CLOSPAN algorithm need to store candidates for checking closed sequences during mining process. Unfortunately, if the support threshold is very low or sequences in database become long, the large number of closed sequence candidates occupies much memory and leads to large search spaces for the subset checking of a new closed sequence. This problem is not occurred in the BIDE algorithm. The BIDE algorithm can generate closed sequences without keeping the set of candidates in memory, but it produces only closed sequences from a sequence data set consisting of events containing a single item. BIDE builds a projected dataset and find frequent sequences. Then, the frequent sequences are checked whether they are closed by using bi-directional extension. The forward extension event checking in bi-directional is used to grow a new sequence. BIDE is further improved by using back scan pruning method and scan skip optimization techniques to prunes search spaces. However, the generation of closed sequences and the pruning of search spaces need to check sequences in all the transactions. If the database consists of a lot of transactions, it may take an expensive cost to do the generation of closed sequences and the pruning of search space.
Although closed sequence mining can eliminate redundant patterns generated in frequent sequence mining, it may face difficulty of specification of an appropriated minimum support threshold. Finding the appropriated support threshold is very hard for users having no knowledge of mining query and task-specific data. A large of resulting patterns may be generated if users give a too small support threshold value, whereas no answer is produced if a too large support threshold value is given. Top-k closed sequence mining was proposed as an alternative mining task to avoid the difficulty of specification of the appropriated support threshold. It allows users to retrieve a desired number of the most frequent sequences without giving the support threshold value. Top-k closed sequence mining provides convenience of users having no knowledge of mining queries and task specific data. Tzetkow et al. proposed the TSP [10, 11] algorithm to mine top-k closed sequences of length no less than a userspecified length. The TSP algorithm exploits multi-pass search space traversal algorithm to find frequent sequences and raise the minimum support threshold dynamically. The raised support threshold is used to prune unpromising branches in the search space. Closed sequences verification method is employed to determine whether a pattern should be added to the top-k result set tree, a sequence is not added to the result set if its support is equal to support of its extension. TSP is further improved by two methods; like CLOSPAN, the first one is exploited for termination by considering the same projected database to prune search spaces, and the second one uses a minimum length constraint to create only projected sequence whose length is not less than a minimum length subtracting length of prefix sequence. However, TSP need to store candidates in memory to ensure that there is no sequences in a database that can absorb more than one sequence in the current result set. This paper introduces a novel method to generate top-k closed sequences without candidate maintenance. Moreover, it detects and discards sequences unable to produce closed sequences to reduce search space. The efficient method is further improved by applying a best-first search strategy to generate closed sequences in descending support order. The final support threshold will be found when the k th closed sequence is mined and the mining process is stopped when sequence having less support than the final support threshold is found.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Basic definitions are given in section 2. Section 3 presents a novel method for mining top-k closed sequences. The performance of the method is analyzed in section 4. Finally, section 5 gives conclusion. be also said that a closed sequence is a sequence having no super-sequence of it with the same support [5, 15] . 
Basic definitions
. Therefore, (aef) is a close sequence. From the set of resulting patterns, there are more than three sequences, because there is more than one sequence that has the same support. Therefore, the closed sequence with the same support of the k th closed sequence is included in the set of resulting patterns.
Method development
This section presents the TKS algorithm. First, it will show how the TKS algorithm discards duplicated sequences and generates closed sequences without keeping candidates. Next, it will show how closed sequences are generated in descending order of their supports. Finally, it will explain how to stop the mining process.
Generation of closed sequences
The previous algorithm for mining top-k closed sequences needs to maintain candidates to ensure that they are real closed sequences. It is a challenge task to solve this problem. To solve the problem, the TKS algorithm applies the closure operator [7, 8, 9 ] to generate closed sequences based on theorem 3. In addition, the TKS algorithm detects and discards a sequence leading to duplicated closed sequence before computing a closed sequence based on theorem 1 and 2. This approach leads to reduction of search spaces and computing time. Table 1 , the prefix database of (ad) is {(bc), (b)}.
To detect sequences leading to duplicated closed sequences, the TKS algorithm presents the generator checking method. In the TKS algorithm, a sequence which can generate closed sequences is called generator as defined in definition 10. While a sequence leading to duplicated closed sequences is called non-generator. A non-generator can be detected by using theorem 1. 
Theorem 1 Given a sequence A and an item
It is shown that ( ) 
C is not a closed sequence because there is it a super-sequence with the same support based on definition 3. It can conclude that a non-generator cannot produce a closed sequence.
In the proposed algorithm, only generators are used to find closed sequences. Non-generators are discarded because it cannot produce any closed sequences, all sequences producing from it will be absorbed by other sequences. For example, considering sequence ac and PDB . Thus, ac is a non-generator and is discarded because it will absorbed by sequence abc which produces closed sequence abcef as shown in Figure 1 . After checking generator, generator will be performed closure calculation to find closed sequences based on theorem 3. 
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Example 6 From Table 1, the suffix database of (ac) is {(def) , (ef) } Theorem 3 Given a sequence A and an item
From theorem 3, item i appearing in all suffix sequences in SDB A is concatenated with A, A i , to produce a closed sequence. If There may are more than one item appearing in all suffix sequence in SDB A . In such case, the order of the items has to be considered. For example, Given SDB (a) = {(ef), (fe)}, item f and e are found in the both suffix sequences, but different order. Sequence a cannot be concatenated with f and e as afe or aef. Actually, item a should be concatenated with f and a to get two closed sequences, af and ae. To produce closed sequences, 1 2 , ,..., n i i i appearing in all suffix sequences in SDB A are concatenated with A and get sequences Example 7 Considering sequence a, SDB (a) = {(bcdef), (bcef), (ef), (bdef)}. Items e and f appears in all suffix sequences in SDB (a) . They will be concatenated with a to get two sequences, (ae) and (af). Considering sequence (ae), the proposed method finds only PDB of e from SDB (a) and PDB (e) = {}. Thus (ae) is a generator and then SDB of e is found from SDB (a) and SDB (e) ={(f), (f), (f), (f)}. Item f appears in all suffix sequences in SDB (e) and is concatenated with (ae) to get closed sequence (aef). Considering sequence (af), PDB (f) = {(e), (e), (e), (e)}. Thus sequence af is not a generator and it is discarded. Therefore, sequence a leads to one closed sequence, (aef). After finding closed sequences, a sequence A is expanded with items in SDB A which are not included in closed sequences produced from A. For example items b, c and d are not included in closed sequence (aef). They are combined with A to get new sequence (ab), (ac), and (ad). The new sequences are considered to find other closed sequences.
Generation of descending support order
Our method directly generates closed sequences in descending support order by adopting best-first search. A priority queue is used to implement best-first search because it can schedule highest-priorityfirst order. A binary heap tree [13] is used to implement priority queue. Each node in the tree contains four fields; sequence, supp, active and capacity. The sequence field holds a sequence X. The supp field holds the support of X . The active field is a Boolean which is set to true if the node contains the sequence. It is set to false if the node is empty. The capacity field contains a number of inactive nodes in the sub-tree rooted to current node. The sequence heap structure is shown in Figure 2 . Since the support of a sequence is the same as the support of its closure as shown in lemma 1, it is exploited as priority in queue. The support of a sequence is considered to put sequence in the right node in the tree. A sequence with the highest support in queue is firstly accessed, because it can lead to a closed sequence having higher support than other sequences in queue according to theorem 4. Lemma 1 The support of a sequence A is equal to the support of the closure of A. Proof. Suppose A is a sequence. We know that ( )
Theorem 4 For sequences
A and B, if ( ) ( ) supp A supp B  , then ( ( )) ( ( )) supp A supp B    . Proof. Since ( ) ( ) supp A supp B  , we know that ( ) ( ( )) supp A supp A   and ( ) ( ( )) supp B supp B   according to lemma 1. Therefore, ( ( )) ( ( )) supp A supp B    . 
Termination of mining process
The previous work of top-k sequence mining, TSP, finds the final support threshold before mining phase, but the TKS algorithm does not need to find the final support threshold before mining phase. This is because our algorithm can produce closed sequences in descending order of their supports. If the k th closed sequence is found, its support is used as the final support threshold. If a sequence having lower support than the final support threshold is accessed in the queue, the mining process will be stopped because the remaining sequence in the queue cannot lead to top-k closed sequences as shown in theorem 5. 
is not a top-k closed sequence according to definition 6.  . If the support of A is not less than the final support threshold (line 8), sequence A is checked whether to be generator or not (line 9). If A is a generator, the closure of A is calculated to find a closed sequence (line 10). As soon as the k th closed sequence is found, the final support threshold is reset to its support (line 13). If the closure of A is not A, it can be directly expanded new sequences with the suffix database of it without checking generator. (lines 14-16). New sequences are produced from A with items in SDB A that are not included in the closure of A (line 17). Then all extended sequences are inserted in queue (line 18). Finally, the same process will be repeated until the support of the topmost sequence in queue is lower than the final support threshold. The mining process is then stopped and the resulting patterns are returned.
The TKS algorithm

Performance analysis
Time complexity
The TKS algorithm first scans the database to find distinct items. The worst case cost of the scan is at most the number of sequences in the database, (| |) O D . Our algorithm removes the sequence having highest support in the queue to find a closed sequence by using de-queue operations. Then the closed sequence is used to generate new sequences and the new sequences are inserted in the queue using enqueue operations. The number of new sequences expanded from a closed sequence is at most the number of distinct items | | 1 I  . k sequences have to be moved from queue to find top-k closed sequences, so the total number of sequences inserted in queue is at most (| | 1) k I  . Therefore, each dequeue operation or en-queue takes at most (log( 
Space complexity
The worst case memory occupation of the TKS algorithm occurs when ( ) A A   . A is expanded to new sequences at most the number of distinct items | | I -1. New sequences are expanded from k closed sequences. Thus, the number of sequences in queue is at most (| | 1) k I  . In conclusion, the worst case space complexity of TKS is ( (| | 1)) O k I  .
Conclusion
This paper is proposed to mine top-k sequences consisting of evens containing a single item. It also presents the TKS algorithm for mining top-k closed sequences without candidate maintenance. Moreover, the TKS algorithm can detect and discard duplicated sequences to reduce the search spaces. In addition, a best first search is adopted in the method to discover closed sequences in support descending order. Thus the final support threshold is unnecessarily found before actual mining phase. As soon as the k th closed sequence is generated, the final support will be found. The mining process will be stopped when a sequence having lower support than the final support threshold is access.
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